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ABSTRACT When humans and robots operate in and occupy the same local space, proximity detection
and proactive collision avoidance is of high importance. As legged robots, such as the Boston Dynamics
(BD) Spot, start to appear in real-world application environments, ensuring safe robot-human interactions
while operating in full autonomy mode becomes a critical gate-keeping technology for trust in robotic
workers. Towards that problem, this article proposes a track-and-avoid architecture for legged robots that
combines a visual object detection and estimation pipeline with a Nonlinear Model Predictive Controller
(NMPC) based on the Optimization Engine, capable of generating trajectories that satisfy the avoidance and
tracking problems in real-time operations where the computation time never exceeded 40 ms. The system
is experimentally evaluated using the BD Spot, in a custom sensor and computational suite, and in fully
autonomous operational conditions, for the robot-human safety scenario of quickly moving noncooperative
obstacles. The results demonstrate the efficacy of the scheme in multiple scenarios where the maximum
safety distance violation was only 9 cm for an obstacle moving at 2.5 m/s while affected by both state
estimation and object detection uncertainty and noise.

14 INDEX TERMS Human robot interaction, NMPC, object detection, object tracking, spot, velocity obstacle.

I. INTRODUCTION15

Quadruped robots such as the Boston Dynamics Spot16

depicted in Figure 1 are, due to now being available on17

the public market and due to their advantageous capabilities18

in carrying large and flexible payloads over uneven terrain,19

appearing in more and more industry applications. As their20

use go from remote operations into fully autonomous mis-21

sion execution, the need for onboard intelligence paired with22

perception systems, is increasing as well. And as humans and23

autonomous robotic workers start occupying the same areas,24

special attention has to be provided for the safe robot-human25

interaction problem in a general collision avoidance context.26

The ability for a robot to navigate a constrained envi-27

ronment while avoiding collisions with any obstacles28

encountered along the way, is one of the key ingredients29

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was P. Venkata Krishna .

FIGURE 1. Boston dynamics spot with custom added sensor and
computation suit, in an subterranean operating environment.

to allow for any fully autonomous mission scenario, and as 30

such, robot path planning is an extensively studied subject 31

[1], [2]. To allow complex mission execution in a dynamic 32
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or unknown environments map-based path planners, such as33

heuristic grid-search algorithms [3] or sampling based meth-34

ods [4], provide the high-level paths that should be followed35

to reach the desired goal (area for inspection, next frontier to36

visit in the exploration context [5], etc.).37

While map-based path planning can provide low-risk38

paths, and can incorporate notions of risk-aware behavior [6],39

it is common to combine them with a layer of reactive col-40

lision avoidance schemes, operating at the local level and41

at a high frequency, and preferably linked more directly42

to the onboard perception and control system for efficient43

maneuvering. In the context of a dynamic environment, such44

as a local work space in the construction or mining indus-45

try, where other vehicles, human workers, or possibly other46

robots are constantly moving around, such reactive local47

navigation schemes are of great importance to maintain a safe48

environment.49

Lately, the idea of incorporating moving obstacles explic-50

itly in the local navigation problem has gained significant51

attention using a variety of methods [7], [8], [9], [10], [11],52

[12]. This allows not only for a reactive but a proactive53

response to a future collision with the moving obstacle.54

Model Predictive Control is, due to its already predictive55

nature and direct link to the dynamics of the robot, the perfect56

fit for the explicit consideration of both cooperative [13] and57

non-cooperative [14] moving obstacles.58

It should be noted: the significance of all of these works,59

and the proposed method in this article, as opposed to legacy60

approaches to obstacle avoidance is the ability to react to61

an incoming obstacle before it has entered the radius of62

influence, or desired safety distance, of the robot. A proper63

consideration of dynamic obstacles by also including pre-64

dicted future obstacle states lessens the underlying assump-65

tion that the robot will have time to move out of the way of66

an incoming obstacle as it enters the desired safety distance67

by acting proactively, while optimally also considering the68

dynamics of the robot.69

While there exist a wide range of modern methods for70

constructing and solving MPC problems that take model and71

obstacle uncertainty into account; Chance Constraints [15],72

Robust Scenario MPC [16], the fundamental link between73

onboard perception systems and MPC for velocity obsta-74

cles, and consequent experimental verification, is relatively75

underrepresented in the literature, while being a necessity76

for a real-world implementation in an unknown environment.77

Surprisingly, to the best of the authors capacity, we could cite78

only one other work with onboard tracking/estimation and79

experimental results in a real robot-human safety scenario for80

velocity obstacles [17]. In the robot-human safety context,81

a visual approach utilizing Convoluted Neural Networks [18]82

(CNNs) to detect and classify objects of interest (humans,83

other robots, vehicles) can provide a discrete bounding box84

measurement of object positions. In this work, we utilize the85

state-of-the-art CNN detector YOLOv4 [19] and combine86

it with an object localizer from depth-images. As noise-87

reduction is critical when we want to use real obstacle88

measurements for our velocity obstacle predictions, we apply 89

a Kalman filter [20] to properly estimate the obstacle position 90

and velocity states. 91

The fundamentally similar work on legged robot MPC 92

is [21], while there exist some significant differences. In that 93

work, the MPC is focused on solving for the more complex 94

dynamics of quadruped walking motion, resulting in a lower 95

horizon for real-time operations. Furthermore, the MPC is 96

linear, as opposed to our nonlinear MPC based proposed 97

framework. The method of object detection also differs: [21] 98

uses occupancy mapping and LiDAR detection of nearby 99

obstacles, while we use a visual CNN to specifically focus 100

on objects of interest. This also leads to the track-and-avoid 101

problem in our formulation, as opposed to a pure collision 102

avoidance problem. We also place our evaluation focus on 103

critical moving obstacle scenarios in the robot-human con- 104

text to demonstrate fast and efficient proactive avoidance 105

behavior. 106

As such, the fundamental scope of this article is to pro- 107

vide the link between onboard perception, CNN-based object 108

detection, object tracking and filtering, and constraint-based 109

NMPC obstacle avoidance with a focus on the applicability 110

and evaluation of the framework in a fully autonomous and 111

infrastructure-free approach for quickly moving obstacles, 112

that results in a complete and functioning framework for pro- 113

viding safe human-robot interactions of a quadruped robot. 114

A. CONTRIBUTIONS 115

Based on the state-of-the-art, this article presents the follow- 116

ing contributions towards the track-and-avoid problem, and 117

general quadruped robot autonomous operations in the pres- 118

ence of humans in the immediate surrounding environment of 119

the robot: 120

• A novel high-level NMPC framework designed specif- 121

ically for the track-and-avoid problem for quadruped 122

robots and velocity obstacles. This includes the devel- 123

oped robot model, cost function, and practical additions 124

to facilitate the predictive tracking and re-detection of 125

objects of interest that proved significant for improving 126

performance in the real-world experiment scenarios. The 127

proposed framework allows for a large prediction hori- 128

zon, thus implying an earlier response to velocity obsta- 129

cles which is critical for any scenario of an encounter 130

with a quickly moving obstacle as the response time and 131

maximum maneuvering speed of the quadruped robot is 132

limited. 133

• A full pipeline for obstacle tracking that utilizes visual 134

CNN-based object detection, velocity estimation and 135

filtering by Kalman Filters, and velocity-obstacle pre- 136

dictions that consistently and rapidly feeds the relevant 137

predicted obstacle trajectory information to the NMPC 138

module using only onboard sensors. The framework 139

rapidly and quickly detects and tracks human obstacles 140

in the environment. 141

• Experimental evaluations that offer a significant con- 142

tribution to the area of velocity-obstacle avoidance and 143
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safe robot-human interactions. The evaluations are per-144

formed in a full autonomy mode (and as such we also145

present the utilized full autonomy stack) that does not146

rely on any infrastructure or assistance from outside147

sources of state estimation or computing. We present,148

and place focus on, realistic scenarios of critical149

robot-human safety scenarios in multiple experiments of150

quickly moving non-cooperative human obstacles that151

properly demonstrate the track-and-avoid architecture in152

the presence of real-world real-time challenges.153

II. TRACKING & AVOIDANCE ARCHITECTURE154

The avoidance architecture, depicted in figure 5, can be155

divided into three steps: 1) CNN-based object detection using156

YOLO, 2) the object localization and object state estima-157

tion pipeline, and 3) the proposed NMPC to perform the158

active tracking and avoidance maneuvers. To supplement159

full autonomy alongside the proposed framework we use the160

Lidar-Inertial Odometry LIO-SAM [22] used to estimate the161

robot state x̂. The outputs of this architecture are the velocity162

and heading rate commands that satisfy the avoidance and163

tracking problems, sent to the built in low level motion con-164

troller on Spot.165

A. HUMAN DETECTION166

Detection of humans is a task that can be solved by a con-167

volution neural network (CNN), and in our case we are168

utilizing the You Only Look Once version 4 (YOLO) [19].169

YOLO takes an RGB image I as its input, and based on170

a selected training dataset is capable of on that I to detect171

multiple objects of different kinds. In this work we used172

pre-trained weights for YOLO, specifically ones developed173

for the Tiny model. YOLOv4 is a further development of174

its predecessor YOLOv3, that now is constructed with a175

CSPDarknet53 backbone, SPP additional module, and PANet176

path-aggregation neck. A set of weights provided by the177

authors of [19] were trained with the Microsoft Coco data178

set [23] to facilitate the detection of humans. The weights179

were trained using decay learning rate scheduling strategy,180

with a learning rate of 0.01 which is multiplied by 0.1 after181

400, 000 steps and 450, 000 steps. Monument and weight182

decay were set at 0.9 and 0.0005 respectively. The detection183

was limited to one human, by selection the human-detection184

with the highest probability, for tracking and avoidance.185

When YOLO detects an object it generates a bounding box186

as BB = [xI , yI ,H ,W ] (position x, y, height and width) in187

pixels as in Figure 2.188

B. TRACKER189

To transform the BB from image frame I to the global frame190

of reference G the distance to the object is needed, and that191

is provided by a depth image D that is frame aligned with I .192

The distance z to the obstacle is retrieved by the depth values193

from the pixels inD that correspond to the BB’s x, y positions.194

From a square of 3×3 pixels in D, where x, y is the center195

pixel, the average value is used as the discrete depth to the196

FIGURE 2. The coordinate frames used. G is the global frame, B is the
body fixed frame for Spot, I is the camera image frame. I has a static
relationship to B. Whiles B moves relative to G. The images I and D are
captured in I, where YOLO detects objects and produces BB’s.

detected human. This is an assumption that the centroid of 197

BB, where x, y is taken from, is within the actual human 198

that is being detected. Transforming the obstacles position 199

pobs = [x, y, z] from pixels to meters is done with the cameras 200

intrinsic matrix K 201

K−1pp = pm (1) 202

The obstacles width is the distance between pmin and pmax 203

in meters, where pmin = [x − W/2, y] and pmax = [x + 204

W/2, y], calculated as in equation 1, resulting in an expected 205

obstacle width of Wobs = (pmax,x − pmin,x)/2. To transform 206

p from I to G, the translation matrix GTI is utilized. 207

pIGTI = pG (2) 208

GTI is retrieved from the robot state estimation x̂. 209

1) STATE ESTIMATION 210

We are interested in estimating the obstacle state from 211

a sequence of detections of the same object or xGobs = 212

[pGobs, v
G
obs]. By tracking the position change over time, the 213

object velocity vobs can be calculated, which is clearly needed 214

for the consideration of a velocity obstacle avoidance sce- 215

nario. In this case, the problem is that pobs is noisy and 216

is generated with a high frequency (16Hz) that causes the 217

calculated vobs to be unreliable. A Median filter can mitigate 218

this issue, but it also introduces some inertia to the system, 219

where a speed change will take several measurements to show 220

in vobs. Instead aKalman Filter is implemented to estimate the 221

full obstacle state x̂obs, based onmeasurements of pGobs that are 222

provided by the localiser, with the added benefit of filtering 223

our measurements of pGobs. A Kalman Filter is a statistical 224

optimal state estimator when measurements have a Gaussian 225

noise, that make them ideal for filtering noisy measurements 226

and estimating non measurable states. It is assumed that 227

detected humans state x̂Gobs = [pGobs, v
G
obs] evolves according 228

to a constant acceleration model 229

x̂Gobs,k+1 = Fx̂Gobs,k +Ga (3) 230
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where231

F =
[
1 δt
0 1

]
(4)232

G =
[
δt2
2
δt

]
(5)233

and a is the acceleration. The state x̂Gobs is divided per axis for234

the tracking problem, so in practice there are three identical235

Kalman filter running in parallel.236

C. NMPC237

1) TASK DEFINITION & CONTROL OBJECTIVE238

In this article the objective is to design an NMPC framework239

that can be used as a baseline position controller, while240

utilizing the already existing walking motion of the Boston241

Dynamics Spot, commanded via velocity and heading rate242

inputs. One can see this as a higher-level controller built in a243

cascaded fashion on top of the out-of-the-box controller run-244

ning on Spot. Our proposed controller is designed such that if245

an object of interest (human) comes into view the controller246

should both avoid and track the obstacle while keeping it in247

camera field of view, and if not, it should act as a normal248

position controller that can be given waypoints in a global249

frame from any path planning or explorationmodule added on250

top of it. Since the NMPC by definition is already considering251

future predicted states of the system, one can easily incorpo-252

rate the addition of a moving obstacle, or velocity obstacle.253

But, importantly, we want to use the predictive nature of the254

NMPC to also track heading angles that look towards the255

obstacle at future predicted time instants. Thus, the control256

objectives are threefold: 1) reach the desired reference state,257

2) avoid detected velocity obstacles, 3) predictively track258

detected human obstacles.259

2) MODEL AND COST FUNCTION260

As the NMPC uses the built-in Spot walking con-261

troller, we can ignore the complex low-level dynamics262

of autonomous quadruped walking movements. Instead,263

we define a high level model with states x =264

[pGx , p
G
y , v

B
x , v

B
y , ψ]

T and with control inputs u =265

[uBvx , u
B
vy, uω]

T . Here, the denoted frame G is in a global266

frame of reference, and robot body frame velocities in B267

simply represent velocities with a rotation about the z-axis268

with the heading angle ψ . The model for the legged robot269

then becomes:270

ṗGx (t) = cosψ(t)vBx (t)− sinψ(t)vBy (t)271

ṗGy (t) = sinψ(t)vBx (t)+ cosψ(t)vBy (t)272

v̇Bx (t) = 1/τvx(κvx(uBvx(t)− v
B
x (t))273

v̇By (t) = 1/τvy(κvy(uBvy(t)− v
B
y (t))274

ψ̇(t) = κωuω(t) (6)275

where the evolution of velocity states is modelled as a276

first-order system with gains κvx , κvy ∈ R and time constants277

τvx , τvy ∈ R, representing the response of the low-level Spot 278

controller when acting on control input u, while κω ∈ R is the 279

gain related to the rotational movements. The system dynam- 280

ics are discretized with the forward Euler using sampling time 281

Ts to obtain the predictive form xk+1 = ζ (xk , uk ) used as the 282

discrete prediction model for the NMPC. 283

The cost function defines the control objective of the 284

NMPC. In this case we would like to reach the desired 285

state reference xref = [pGref , v
B
ref , ψref ]

T , while minimizing 286

actuation and delivering smooth control signals. Commonly, 287

a quadratic cost can be imposed on states and inputs, and 288

we will do the same for the position states and velocity 289

states/inputs. A problem with quadratic costs is that for the 290

heading state we do not capture properly the 2π-modularity 291

of such an angle/rotation state, for example, if we assume 292

that the state estimation provides ψ ∈ [−π, π], there is 293

a clear discontinuity at ψ ∼ ±π and an incorrect cost 294

associated with ψref − ψ for a subset of initial conditions 295

and references. Now, most works on NMPC for mobile robots 296

either use a model that doesn’t consider the evolution of the 297

heading state [24] or ensures that a situation with sub-optimal 298

control behavior, e.g. taking the long way around due to 299

not considering the modularity, doesn’t arise by continuous 300

coordinate frame shifts. 301

We would like to be able to predict how the robot should 302

track future heading references for a large horizon and a 303

moving obstacle, a concept shown in Figure 3 displaying the 304

desired behavior of ψ tracking future obstacle positions, and 305

this requires us to properly penalize the heading state error 306

under the consideration of how such a state actually evolves, 307

as it has to be consistent for the full prediction regardless of 308

the relative predicted motion of robot and obstacle. There 309

is a wide range of trigonometric functions that result in 310

the desired costs, but we will penalize the heading state 311

as (− cos(ψref − ψ) + 1)Qψ , e.g. it is at its minimum for 312

(ψref − ψ) mod 2π = 0, continuous, differentiable, and 313

positive real valued. 314

FIGURE 3. Tracking of future obstacle positions p̂Gobs by aligning the
predicted heading state ψ towards the predicted obstacle trajectory at
each time step k = 0 . . .N .

Let uk denote the full sequence of control inputs along the 315

horizon and xk the predicted states. Also let k + j|k denote 316
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a prediction j steps into the future, performed at time step k .317

The total cost function becomes:318

J (xk ,uk ; uk−1|k ) =319

N∑
j=0

‖pGref,j − p
G
k+j|k‖

2
Qp + ‖v

B
ref,j − v

B
k+j|k‖

2
Qv320

+ (− cos(ψref − ψ)+ 1)Qψ321

+ ‖uref,j − uk+j|k‖2Qu + ‖uk+j|k − uk+j−1|k‖
2
Q1u , (7)322

where Qp,Qv ∈ R2×2, Qψ ∈ R, and Qu,Qδu ∈ R3×3 are323

diagonal weight matrices related to position, velocity, and324

heading states, as well as input and input rates respectively.325

J (xk ,uk ; uk−1|k ) denote the total cost function, and N is the326

prediction horizon of the receding horizon NMPC problem.327

Additionally, we pose hard bounds on control inputs to match328

the predicted behavior to how the real Spot robot canmove as:329

umin ≤ uk+j|k ≤ umax. (8)330

3) OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE331

Obstacle avoidance of moving or dynamic obstacles using332

NMPC has been considered before for velocity obstacles [8],333

[14], [25]. We follow the approach in [26] and impose a set-334

exclusion constraint [27] on the robot position states repre-335

senting a circular area with center pGobs and radius robs. We can336

write this as an equality constraint using themax(a, 0) = [a]+337

operator, such that the constraint is violated (non-zero) if the338

obstacle and the robot are closer by distance than robs:339

Ccircle(pG, p
G
obs, robs) = [r2obs − (pGx −p

G
obs,x)

2
340

−(pGy −p
G
obs,y)

2]+ = 0. (9)341

We model spot as two circles, one over the shoulder and342

one over the rear, as in the concept shown in Figure 4. As the343

source of state estimation is the shoulder-area, the center of344

that circle is already defined by pG . The rear circle is defined345

in the global frame as: pGrear = [pGx − l cosψ, p
G
y − l sinψ],346

with l denoting the distance from shoulders to rear on the Spot347

robot. We define the exact same constraint (9) for pGrear, and348

denote it Ccircle,2. For the consideration of a moving obstacle,349

FIGURE 4. Spot modelled as two circles with radius robs, one over the
shoulder aligned with the LiDAR frame and one over the rear with a static
body-frame offset. The circles represent the position space where if the
obstacle enters this space, Ccircle(pG,pGobs, robs) ≥ 0.

we use a constant velocity model as ṗGobs = vGobs to predict 350

future obstacle positions from the estimated x̂obs to generate 351

the obstacle position-trajectory denoted as pGobs = (pGobs,j)j 352

along the prediction horizon. The obstacle radius is calculated 353

as: 354

robs = rs +Wobs/2+ c(σp + σv) (10) 355

with rs denoting a minimum safety radius, Wobs the width of 356

the detected obstacle bounding box translated to meters, and 357

σp, σv are the Euclidean norms of covariances of the tracking 358

Kalman filter along each axis for the position and velocity 359

states respectively. The idea is to increase the obstacle radius 360

if the measurement (and thus also prediction) uncertainty 361

of obstacle states are high. A similar idea was used in [14] 362

using robot state uncertainties, while in our case the x̂obs 363

covariances are directly linked to how uncertain the predicted 364

obstacle positions are. 365

4) PREDICTIVE TRACKING 366

As keeping the object of interest in the camera field of view 367

is of great importance we are interested in tracking it over the 368

full predicted horizon in the NMPC problem. Based on (7) 369

object tracking heading references are generated as: 370

ψref = arctan(pGobs,y − p
G
y , p

G
obs,x − p

G
x ). (11) 371

We can also evaluate this expression based on future pre- 372

dicted robot states and predicted obstacle states via the dis- 373

crete prediction model xk+1 = ζ (xk , uk ). Here there are 374

two approaches: either internally evaluating (11), as part of 375

the NMPC problem, or using the previous solution uk−1, 376

under the assumption that NMPC trajectories will not differ 377

significantly from one time step to the next (a concept suc- 378

cessfully used in [13] for real-time dynamic obstacle prioriti- 379

zation) during fast run-time operations. Thus, we can generate 380

ψref,j, j = 0 . . .N along the horizon from predicted obstacle 381

positions pGobs, estimated position p̂G , and previous solution 382

uk−1. We select the second approach based on initial testing, 383

and as we are already using uk−1, as the initial guess for the 384

optimizer to promote a consistent generated trajectory for the 385

avoidance maneuver. 386

We also impose the tracking problem as a constraint. Based 387

on the onboard camera, the NMPC should command the 388

heading towards the object of interest to be at least within the 389

field of view, if perfect tracking is impossible. This ensures 390

that the robot does not loose track of the obstacle during an 391

aggressive avoidance maneuver or for a fast-moving obstacle, 392

and that we do not have to pose an extremely large Qψ 393

to be able to track a fast-moving obstacle. Using the same 394

expression as for the heading costs/penalties, but allowing a 395

specified range of ψref − ψ we get: 396

Ctrack(ψ,ψref, β) = [− cos(ψref − ψ)+ 1− β]+ = 0 (12) 397

e.g. allowing a heading error, representing a value smaller 398

than half the camera field of view as to have a margin for 399

not loosing track of the object. The actual value of β is just 400
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the evaluation of − cos(1ψ) + 1 where 1ψ is the desired401

maximum offset, for example for the 30◦ offset used in402

Section III, β ∼ 0.13. Our final consideration for actively403

tracking the object is to use the already predictive nature404

of the scheme, and impose that if we have a loss of track-405

ing frames for some moments (for example if the object is406

momentarily too close), then instead of ending the track-407

ing process of the object, we update the obstacle states as:408

x̂obs,k = [pobs,k|k−1, vobs,k−1]T and proceed as normal for the409

obstacle predictions, avoidance, and tracking e.g. guessing410

that the object will keep moving along its predicted trajectory411

with the last measured velocity value. This process continues412

for ∼ 2s or until the object is re-detected. The problem is413

formulated such that both Ctrack and Qψ can easily be turned414

off (set to zero) if there is no obstacle detection (nor a desired415

heading for normal reference tracking).416

5) OPTIMIZATION417

This work focuses on the implementation and performance418

aspects of the NMPC and not on the optimization itself, as it419

follows established methods, while the reader should inves-420

tigate the cited works in this section for more information.421

The resulting NMPC problem from the cost function in (7),422

obstacle avoidance constraints (9), tracking constraints (12)423

and hard input bounds (8) can be written as:424

Minimize
uk ,xk

J (xk ,uk , uk−1|k )425

s. t.: xk+j+1|k = ζ (xk+j|k , uk+j|k ),426

j = 0, . . . ,N ,427

umin ≤ uk+j|k ≤ umax, j = 0, . . . ,N ,428

Csphere(p
G
k+j|k, p

G
obs,j, robs) = 0,429

j = 0, . . . ,N ,430

Csphere,2(p
G
rear,k+j|k, p

G
obs,j, robs) = 0,431

j = 0, . . . ,N ,432

Ctrack(ψk+j|k, ψref,j, β) = 0,433

j = 0, . . . ,N ,434

xk|k = x̂k . (13)435

This NMPC problem fits into the framework of the Opti-436

mization Engine [28], or OpEn, where the PANOC [29]437

(Proximal Averaged Newton-type method for Optimal Con-438

trol) algorithm is combined with a Penalty Method [27] to439

solve for trajectories that satisfy the obstacle and tracking440

constraints. The solving of the NMPC problem follows pre-441

vious works [8], [24], [26], [28].442

III. RESULTS443

A. EXPERIMENT SET-UP444

To facilitate a realistic robot-human avoidance we require445

that the proposed schemes operates in a fully autonomous446

mode, without external infrastructure or assistance. The full447

autonomy hardware-software architecture used for experi-448

ments can be found in Figure 5 with the corresponding robot449

in Figure 1, where we use the state-of-the-art tightly coupled 450

LiDAR-Intertial Odometry LIO-SAM [22] for robot state- 451

estimation. The robot is equipped with a RealSense D455 452

RGB-D camera providing RGB frames at 30 FPS with 90◦ 453

Horizontal FOV and 65◦ Vertical FOV, as well as depth 454

images at 30 FPS with 86◦ Horizontal FOV and 57◦ Verti- 455

cal FOV, used in the object tracking pipeline. A Velodyne 456

VLP16 PuckLite 3D LiDAR provides 3D pointclouds {P} 457

at 10 Hz with 360◦ Horizontal FOV and 30◦ Vertical FOV 458

with a range of 100 m, here used only for the Lidar-Inertial 459

odometry together with IMU data from a Vectornav VN-100. 460

Spot carries an additional computational payload consisting 461

of an Intel NUC - NUC10i5FNKPA processor, as well as 462

the Intel Neural Compute Stick 2 (for accelerating YOLO 463

computations). 464

The experiments are carried out in a laboratory environ- 465

ment at Luleå University of Technology in a larger empty 466

space. We should note that, based on Figure 5, position 467

waypoints pGref can be provided from any kind of higher 468

level mission module, such as path planning, exploration, 469

or inspection-trajectory modules for any scenario where Spot 470

could be operating nearby human workers. But in this eval- 471

uation they will simply be provided manually by an oper- 472

ator. The NMPC and obstacle prediction sampling time is 473

set to Ts = 0.1 s, and as such the main control loop also 474

runs at 10 Hz, while the NMPC prediction horizon is set to 475

40 implying a prediction of 4 s. The modelling constants are 476

obtained by a step-response experiment, the result being gains 477

κvx , κvy, κω = 1 (as could be assumed), while time constants 478

τvx , τvy = 0.4. 479

FIGURE 5. The proposed full autonomy hardware-software architecture
used for experiments. From RGB image I and depth image D together
with estimated robot state x̂ the tracker provides to the NMPC module
the predicted obstacle trajectory p̂Gobs and radius robs as well as predicted
heading references ψref looking towards the obstacle.

B. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS 480

The proposed complete kit is evaluated in a series of obsta- 481

cle avoidance and tracking scenarios consisting of: 1) eval- 482

uating the detection pipeline and predictive tracking of a 483

quickly moving object, 2) collision avoidance and track- 484

ing of a static object, 3) position hold where a mov- 485

ing object enters the robots space, 4) a meeting scenario 486
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FIGURE 6. The distance between Spot and the human in the different scenarios measured in the depth image D, compared to the desired minimum
safety-distance of 1 m. A median filter has been applied to the depth measurements to eliminate outliers and noise, which the Kalman Filter usually
does for the tracking of the estimated x̂obs. The smallest distance between spot and the human that were 0.9m and occurred in scenario 3.

where the robot encounters a moving human while fol-487

lowing position waypoints. Autonomous operations with488

multiple moving objects are hard to visualize in static fig-489

ures, so we recommend the reader to watch the experiment490

video found at https://youtu.be/_NaRNfnSmks491

displaying properly the real-time behavior of the scheme in492

the mentioned full-autonomy scenarios. The proposed sys-493

tem correctly detects, predicts, tracks, and avoids the human494

obstacle in every aspect and provided efficient avoidance495

maneuvers while never losing sight of the object. Clearly,496

there are some instants of suboptimal behavior, for example497

related to minor jumps in obstacle trajectories in the static498

scenario (2), but in general the proposed scheme could main-499

tain a clearly safe distance to the object in the challenging and500

realistic full autonomy scenarios. The measured robot-human501

safety distance can be found in Figure 6, where the minimum502

distance was 0.9 m, corresponding to a slight constraint vio-503

lation below our minimum safety radius of 1 m, and occurred504

during the fastest moving obstacle interaction in Scenario (3).505

We should note that these are the raw depth-camera obsta-506

cle distances based on the onboard camera (pre-Kalman507

filter) as no ground truth was available, while we have508

removed some momentary outlier detection hits and incor-509

rect detection hits (e.g. where the detector would momen-510

tarily classify another object as a human) with a median511

filter to more clearly visualise how safety distances are512

maintained.513

The NMPC computation time from scenario (3) can be514

found in Figure 9, where we can see that the OpEn module515

easily solves the NMPC problem within the 0.1 s sampling516

time, spiking only once to 37 ms. Other scenarios looked517

very similar with a general solver time of around 5-10 ms518

during the avoidance maneuver, with the occasional spike519

(maximally 56 ms). This implies that we can likely run520

the NMPC with a significantly higher horizon, if that is521

needed in an application scenario, for even earlier reactions522

to moving obstacles. In table 1 are the max and average523

velocities of the tracked human in the different experiments524

shown (excluding (2) as the object is static). These are the525

max estimated momentary velocities while the highest aver-526

age approaching speed in scenario (3) was around 2.5 m/s,527

TABLE 1. A table depicting the max and average estimated velocities
(in m/s) of the human in the different scenarios.

FIGURE 7. Predicted control actions along the horizon as the avoidance
maneuver is initiated in scenario (4) where the human and spot are
walking towards each other.

which is a major result in the context of velocity obstacle 528

avoidance for a real-world no infrastructure experiment. Spot 529

manages to avoid all obstacles in the demonstrated tests while 530

successfully keeping them in the field-of-view during the 531

avoidance maneuver. An example of a predicted obstacle 532

avoidance maneuver is depicted in Figures 7 and 8. These 533

show data from the specific time instant in scenario (4) 534

(meeting scenario) where Spot first estimated that the moving 535

obstacle is on a collision course, and initiates the proactive 536

collision avoidance maneuver. Figure 7 shows the computed 537

control input trajectory along the horizon at that moment, 538

where we can see that the maneuver is planned such that 539

Spot rotates maximally via uw as to track the rapidly moving 540

obstacle visually, while it is then forced to move backwards 541
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FIGURE 8. A snapshot of predicted robot poses at the instant of a
collision-course trajectory. Spot is predicted to move along the red arrows
(showing the predicted heading state ψ) where the frame shows the
current robot pose and the green dots display the predicted pedestrian
approaching from the blue dot (current object measurement).

FIGURE 9. Computation time of the NMPC module during scenario (3)
where spot is holding position and a human walks towards it. Four
avoidance maneuvers are visible as increases in computation time due to
Penalty Method iterations being applied. At one instant the computation
time spiked to 37ms.

in uvx as well as heavily actuate in uvy to both avoid and542

look towards the object simultaneously. Figure 8 shows the543

scenario set-up as avoidance is initiated, and the predicted544

poses along the prediction horizon of Spot, and the predicted545

obstacle trajectory. We see that even at the first moment of546

detecting an obstacle on a collision course, theNMPCmodule547

plans a full avoidance maneuver that both tracks and avoids548

the obstacle within the horizon.549

In scenario (2) the human obstacle is standing still and550

should therefore have a constant position in an ideal case.551

We centralize measured object position by their median posi-552

tion value and the offset distance calculated from that point as553

ameasure of the consistency of the obstacle tracking pipeline.554

The offset distance is displayed as a box plot in figure 10,555

where a total distribution of 0.3 m and a IQR of 0.12 m556

is shown. The median offset distance is 0.09 m can partly557

be explained by the size of the object and that the distance558

to it is measured from different angles thought the exper-559

iment, while the position median manage to eliminate this560

offset.561

FIGURE 10. Box plot of the humans tracked distance form its median
position in scenario (2), with a static obstacle. The distance to the median
position visualise the level of noise in detection and tracking. In this case
were the median error 0.09 m and LQR 0.12 m.

IV. LIMITATIONS & FUTURE WORK 562

While we can demonstrate successful results in the specified 563

trials, the general novel proposed framework of ensuring safe 564

robot-human interactions can still be improved with multiple 565

directions of future works that attack the limitations of the 566

framework. First, we have a very large reliance on the simple 567

velocity obstacle prediction model. The avoidance, tracking, 568

and re-detection schemes rely on the idea of constant-velocity 569

movements, which does have surprisingly good performance 570

under the condition of fast feedback corrections, but clearly 571

limits the performance and proactive nature of the scheme 572

if the obstacle is moving with very irregular movements. 573

Interestingly, this is an underlying problem for avoidance of 574

moving non-cooperative obstacles: how do we predict future 575

obstacle states based on a buffer of previous measurements. 576

We should investigate and take inspiration both from the ideas 577

of Chance Constraints [15] as well as ideas of intentions, 578

from man-in-the-loop systems [30]. On the detection side; 579

incorporating multiple cameras for larger total field of view, 580

tracking other key objects such as vehicles and other robots, 581

multi-obstacle (crowd) tracking, and keeping a memory of 582

previous obstacle detections is a clear direction for future 583

implementation work. This could pose another interesting 584

optimization problem: how should the robot orient itself to 585

keep the most relevant prioritized obstacles in the field of 586

view, while also gaining new information on the movements 587

of as many previously detected objects as possible in a crowd 588

scenario? Another direction for future work is to increase the 589

use of CNNs and deep learning to have a CNN that does more 590

than only detect the obstacle. It could for example also be 591

extended track the objects and to predict the objects future 592

movement based on a buffer of measurements as opposed to 593

our method of Kalman filtering plus assuming a constant- 594

velocity model. Additionally, the evaluations presented in 595

this article are focused on the pure track-and-avoid scenario. 596

Future works should place the robot in the context of per- 597

forming a relevant mission in close proximity to humans (ex. 598

inspection of an active construction site or undergroundmine) 599

where the presented local avoidance scheme has to operate in 600

parallel to higher level modules for mission execution. In this 601

context, comparisons with both classical approaches and 602
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other state-of-the-art methods of perception-based obstacle603

avoidance should also be performed to demonstrate the need604

for the consideration of dynamic obstacles in maintaining605

safe robot-human interactions.606

V. CONCLUSION607

This work has presented a tracking and avoidance framework608

based on NMPC and a CNN for human detection com-609

bined with Kalman filtering. The main focus of the article610

is providing a full-autonomy framework without any reliance611

on external sensing, computation or assistance for ensuring612

safe robot-human interactions, while we pose a series of613

practical implementations to solve the track-and-avoid prob-614

lem. We demonstrate the efficacy of the scheme in multiple615

realistic and challenging laboratory experiments using the616

quadruped BD Spot robot, for quickly moving obstacles that617

stress-test both the avoidance and tracking functionalities.618

In the multiple performed experiments of velocity-obstacle619

avoidance, the desired safety distance of 1 m was main-620

tained, except for one instance in the scenario with the most621

rapidly moving obstacle, approaching the robot at 2.5 m/s622

where we saw a violation of around 0.09 m. As we are623

operating under real-world conditions with significant mea-624

surement/detection and state-estimation noise such small vio-625

lations are realistic. Additionally, in the performed trials, the626

computation time of the NMPCmodule never exceeded 40 %627

of the 0.1 s sampling time, and on average was well below628

10 % of the sampling time during the avoidance maneuvers629

implying the scheme easily runs online. While the trials show630

promising results, the development of the proposed track-631

and-avoid framework has multiple directions for future work.632
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